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Abstract  
We discuss and demonstrate practical digital preservation frameworks that protect images throughout the entire 
production life-cycle. Using off the shelf and open source software coupled with a basic understanding of metadata, 
it is possible to produce and manage high value digital representations of physical objects that are born archive-
ready and long-term sustainable. We demystify the alphabet soup of file formats, data standards, and parametric 
imaging, and demonstrate proven workflows that can be deployed in any museum production environment, scalable 
from the individual part time shooter to full fledged imaging departments. 

 
 
1. The iPad Effect and Museum Imaging 
 
The world of imaging is going through its next paradigm shift, and it requires radically rethinking how digital curators work 
with their media collections. Mobile and cloud computing is application based, not file based, and the tendency is to hide the 
file system from users in favor of media libraries held within and accessed through applications. "Apple is dramatically 
rethinking how applications organize their documents on iPad, ... Rather than iPad apps saving their documents into a wide 
open file system, apps on iPad save all their documents within their own installation directory. Delete the app and you’ll clean 
out all of its related files.” [Dil10] 
 
The divide between professional producers/managers of content and consumers has grown, but convergence is on the way. So 
much attention (and financial development resources) are trained on mobile computing that we are seeing amazing 
applications for creating high definition media that are much ‘smarter’ than their predecessors. This includes wifi transfer of 
images in realtime, built-in GPS, 3D video, and native DNG shooting (see below).  For digital imaging professionals and 
enthusiasts, it is an exciting but confusing moment in history. 
 
This technology shift has direct implications for digital preservation and access workflows. We can prepare our digital assets 
to not only withstand the transformations they go through as they move from one application and platform, but to become 
more valuable through context aware metadata embedding.  
 
You can safeguard your media collection while taking advantage of the positive impacts mobile computing is having on 
cultural heritage imaging. Small tweaks to well defined image production workflows can yield dramatic dividends both in 
digital asset management/preservation and in public access/enjoyment.  
 
This tutorial focuses on straightforward steps that will help museum imaging professionals produce born archival media that 
can survive the iPad effect by strategically embedding essential metadata within files. Following these steps will save you 
time and help to future proof your image collection investment.  
 
This tutorial relies heavily on the corpus of excellent materials available on digital asset management for professionals and 
attempts to augment rather than repeat. We provide essential references throughout the guide. 
 
2. Basics of Born Archival Imaging 
 
As Doerr et al. argue, the CIDOC-CRM provides a nearly generic information model for handling cultural heritage events, 
documents, places and people [DI08]. The born-archival model can be described as a method for implementing the model. 
This simple approach requires three components, defined as a framework of things, people, places, and media, meeting in 
space and time [ATP10].  
 
Uniquely Identified Entities. Treat every digital original with the same respect as museum objects. Give every person, place 
and object and media item in your museum a unique identifier. A majority of this effort can be automated using non-
destructive parametric image editing (PIE) software [Kro09].  
 
Refined Relations Between Entities. The list of potential relations between people, places, things and media is 
comprehensive and manageable. This TIF (media) is a photo of a painting (thing). The Night Café (thing) was painted by Van 
Gogh (person) in Arles, France (place) in 1887 (event), and is now located in the Yale University Art Gallery in New Haven 
(place). We will explain the process of defining provenance information for imaging below. 
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Parameterize Properties. There is a fine balance between exhaustive controlled vocabularies and Google’s text indexing 
algorithm. Within museum contexts, it is relatively easy to define ‘local’ terms that people can agree upon and use in their 
daily practice. Defining a list of properties to describe the people, places, things and media limited to a particular museum 
context will produce incredibly accurate search and browse capabilities, whether using Google or a desktop file browser. This 
localization can be articulated with other standardized efforts, such as Metaweb’s Freebase, to link up your data and media to 
the world’s knowledgebase.  
 
3. Born-Archival Implications 
 
What do we mean by ‘born-archival’? John Kunze, preservation specialist for the California Digital Library, calls for ‘born-
archival’ media that is fully accessible and preservable at every stage, throughout the lifecycle of this data, from birth through 
pre-release to publication to revision to relative dis-use and later resurgence. Data that is born-archival can remain long-term 
viable at significantly reduced preservation cost [Kun08]. 
 

  

Figure 1. Seeing Double: Standards for media and museums require mapping and translation. 
 
Born archival images require the medium and the message to be openly readable and stable, akin to a digital Rosetta Stone. 
The medium is the file format. The message is the raw image data and associated metadata. The challenge is to produce a 
resilient digital surrogate that can withstand limitless media transfers and potentially destructive metadata modifications over 
the span of its life. 
 
Standards. There are hundreds of metadata standards to choose from, and they all have their virtues. We are not addressing 
metadata standards in this tutorial, except to say that it is vital to follow a standard, documented protocol. Jenn Riley and 
designer Devin Becker recently mapped the myriad of standards that are applied to worldwide information (Figure 1) [RB10]. 
Whatever standards you are using to manage your collections, born archival imaging simply requires the best practice of 
explicitly stating what standards you are using and how you are implementing them. We call this the desk instructions, an 
essential component for describing the provenance of image processing. Born-archival imaging requires the desk instructions 
be accessible to the viewer, either through URL linking or direct embedding within the asset. 
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File Media. What good is metadata if the medium they and the images they describe are stored on will not last? This is a 
reality of digital storage. While stone tablets can last millennia and silver based film for hundreds of years, digital media is 
trending toward shorter and shorter lifespans [DB10]. We overcome this risk by creating a structured network of pointers 
from derivatives and data files to the original source image, no matter where it is stored, or in what format. 
 

 
Figure 2. Media through the millennia, from analog to hybrid to virtual, the trend is toward short-term lifespans. 

 
We advocate for a two-pronged approach to media management, described by Peter Krogh as the ‘truth is in the catalog’ vs. 
‘the truth is in the file’ [Kro09]. The idea is that you push the best, most current and accurate information into your image 
files as you can, a combination of descriptive and technical metadata, a snapshot at the end of the image’s production. You 
keep a separate, external database of the metadata. This is the definitive informational source. If anything happens to the 
image or its data, the provenance can be reconstituted from the database. We describe this as the passport and the bureau 
model. 
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3. The Passport (file) and the Bureau (library) 
 
The passport is the data in the file and the bureau is the full metadata, stored in the catalog. Image files, from RAW to TIF 
and JPG, can include embedded data in XMP format. XMP is a derivative of XML, an open standard created by Adobe, and 
is held within the DNA of every image file. Backed by camera manufacturers, international standards bodies and software 
companies, XMP is the Esperanto of photographic metadata. 
 
XMP is a loose standard, providing a rich framework for you to embed your metadata in the format that best fits your needs. 
There are many open source, inexpensive and professional options for embedding data into images through XMP (Figure 3).  
With careful planning, XMP will accommodate even the most complex metadata schema. Because it is simply structured 
XML, it is a highly resilient preservation format. 
 
The library can be a catalog file, such as an Adobe Lightroom database, to a full-fledged XML or relational database, a simple 
photo log saved as an Excel spreadsheet, or a saved query from your collection management system.  
 

 
Figure 3. XMP is an emerging open standard, supported by Adobe and embraced by camera and software companies. 
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4. Binding message, media and objects in perpetuity 
 
The metadata stored within a file or externally in a database is only as useful as the bound relationship between both. How 
can you assure a connection? Embed within the file the links to unique identifiers associated with data records and original 
surrogates. Once this connection is made, it is much more trivial to link derivative files and subsequent comments and notes. 
 
Example: In a shooting session at the deYoung museum, the staff images a painted frame attributed to Domenico 
Ghirlandaio, accession number A387967. The image, A387967_AT_V1_001_O.tif, has a data record stored in the deYoung 
image database, http://A387967_AT_V1.html. This URL provides links to the metadata on the masterpiece, the image 
production, and all known derivative works, as well as information on the photo sessions associated with the painting. 
 
Filename: The filename is comprised of the object ID, photo session ID, a serial number and file version. In this example, AT 
= after treatment, V1 = version 1, O = digital original. The session ID = A387967_AT. In the simplest system, you would 
swap the O for T (thumbnail) or F (full resolution jpeg). We have bound the physical object to its shooting event, version and 
file type in a compact format. 
 
At the absolute minimum, you would embed the data URL in the file. Ideally, you would add descriptive metadata about the 
subject, technical metadata about the file, and additional information about who produced the image and how. This example 
assumes that an established museum such as the deYoung will continue to have robust data infrastructure, thus the amount of 
carried metadata can be quite minimal.  
 
To assure maximum reusability, we would embed as much provenance information in the XMP of the file as possible, 
describing who helped create the image, where it was shot and when, what was imaged and how.  
 

  
Figure 4. Smartphones can automatically capture place/time data for sessions in images, essential on location. 

 
5. Reducing Risk Through Chained Embedded Provenance 
 
We have avoided describing backup strategies or file management in this tutorial, as these topics are amply covered 
elsewhere. You will need to have a robust backup system in place that covers each stage in production, from camera to final 
archive. For an excellent description of backup strategies and PIE workflows, see The Dam Book by Peter Krogh [Kro09]. 
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We end by describing a real world example dealing with the challenge of image sequences in order to produce a robust digital 
surrogate of a painting (Figure 5). We are producing an RTI, a Reflectance Transformation Image, from a series of 48 images 
(for a description of RTI, see [MMSL06].   
 

The resulting RTI is derived from the image data in the raw captures, therefore we want to embed pointers to all of the 
documents required to reproduce the RTI in the future, including the images, processing logs, object information and desk 
instructions.  
 
The Camera RAW files are converted to Digital Negative Format (DNG) using Adobe Camera Raw (see Figure 3) and 
assigned a unique filename. We embed the sequence series IDs into each image, binding them together. All process history, 
processing information and museum object information available is structured and embedded in the image XMP. 
 
Provenance documents are gathered in one location. The documents are parsed into a single XML document, from which we 
can extract information blocks to embed in the DNG files through XMP. At this stage, each image in the sequence contains a 
light but coherent set of information about its sibling files in the sequence, plus preliminary information about the resulting 
RTI. 
 
The RTI is processed, and its processing notes are synced with the provenance documents, and pushed into the DNG images. 
The finalized XML is linked to the image sequence and RTI, and the RTI XMP points to the XML file available online.  
 
As additional derivatives are created – JPGs, movies, related RTI files – or more information about the object is discovered, 
the XML document is updated, providing future users with up-to-date information and trustworthy provenance of the file they 
are evaluating. 
 
Most importantly, the files are carriers of their own life histories, securely weaved into the XMP and relatively safe from the 
deleterious effects of the application-centric iPad effect. 
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